Close-range photographic techniques -including photogrammetry -are becoming common tools for constructing three-dimensional (3D) models of artifacts, particularly in archaeological research. Whether models obtained through photogrammetry can be used for zooarchaeological studies requires a systematic examination. In the context of research into dog domestication, we explore whether 3D models of wolf crania, obtained through a photogrammetric approach, accurately describe the original cranium in term of colouration, texture and most importantly, geometry. To answer this question, we compared the topology of 3D models obtained with a high-resolution surface scanner (used as reference geometry) with models reconstructed from the same five wolf crania using photogrammetry. The pairs of models were then compared using both a visual, qualitative and two quantitative approaches. The latter, a geometric comparison computed the deviation map between the pairs of 3D models, which was then followed by a 3D landmark based geometric morphometric approach using corresponding analyses. Our results demonstrate that photogrammetry can produce 3D models with visually satisfying levels of morphological detail in terms of texture, colouration and geometry. In addition, the quantitative comparison of the models revealed an average distance between the two surfaces of 0.088 mm with an average standard deviation of 0.53 mm. The geometric morphometric analyses revealed the same degree of measurement error for the two series of scans (2.04% and 1.95%), with only 6.31% of the morphometric variation being due to the acquisition technique. Photogrammetry, therefore, offers a low cost, easily portable and simple to perform alternative to traditional surface scanning, affording advantages that make it a highly useful tool for zooarchaeological research.
Introduction
Image-based 3D modeling has grown significantly over the last decade, offering new possibilities for recording archaeological artifacts (e.g. Counts et al. 2016 , Grosman et al., 2008 Haukaas and Hodgetts, 2016, Mcpherron et al., 2009; Pavlidis et al., 2007; Porter et al., 2016) . Whilst surface scanning technology has revolutionised the acquisition of 3D models, it remains relatively expensive and not always readily portable. As a consequence, the more traditional techniques of photogrammetry have recently experienced a resurgence of interest. Beginning in the mid-nineteenth century, photogrammetry has been used intensively in a geographic context -in particular for applications related to cartography, survey, spatial planning and geomorphological analyses (e.g. Núñez et al., 2013; Verhoeven et al., 2012; Sapirstein, 2016; Yamafune et al., 2016) . Driven by technical developments for the surface digitisation of objects using close-range techniques over the last 15 years, photogrammetry is now becoming a common tool in archaeological research. These close-range techniques of photogrammetry have the distinct advantage over other 3D model building methods -being both cheap and portable, requiring only a conventional camera and minimal accompanying equipment and setup.
In parallel with the rapid development and use of 3D model acquisition, geometric morphometric approaches are also increasingly being applied to address bioarchaeological questions (e.g. Bouby et al., 2013; Cucchi et al., 2011 Cucchi et al., , 2013 Cucchi et al., , 2014 Evin et al., 2013 Evin et al., , 2014 Newton et al., 2014; Pagnoux et al., 2014; Ros et al., 2014; Seetah et al., 2012; Terral et al., 2010) . Geometric morphometrics are employed to measure and analyse the size and shape of objects using coordinates taken from specific, homologous locations -i.e. landmarks -or along curves and surfaces -i.e. 2D and 3D sliding semi-landmarks (Bookstein, 1997; Gunz and Mitteroecker, 2013; Gunz et al., 2005; Souter et al., 2010) . Coordinates of these landmarks can be obtained from 3D models, but these measurements are only valid if the said model's accurately retains the geometry of the physical object studied. In addition, rendering both colour and texture onto these models can aid accurate identification of the desired landmarks.
Photogrammetry relies on partially overlapping digital photographs taken from multiple angles to reconstruct the three-dimensional topology of the external, visible surface of an object of interest. The reconstructed 3D coordinates form a 'point cloud' that can then be triangulated -forming a 3D mesh that can be rendered as a polygonal model.
Studies combining both photogrammetry and geometric morphometrics are rare -mostly limited to the fields of anthropology (Friess, 2012; Katz and Friess, 2014; Hassett and Lewis-Bale, 2016) and medicine (e.g. Weinberg et al., 2009 ). In addition, the accuracy with which photogrammetry preserves the geometry of objects, for subsequent morphometric analyses, requires further examination. In 2014, Katz and Friess assessed the suitability of photogrammetry as a tool for capturing and quantifying the morphology of the human crania by comparing 3D models obtained through a photogrammetric protocol and a high precision scanner. Katz and Friess (2014) found a low degree of deviation, with surface area measurements slightly larger for photogrammetry models. In that study, a geometric morphometric analysis revealed larger cranial shape differences between individuals than between the technologies used to construct the models, thereby confirming the appropriateness of combining photogrammetry with geometric morphometrics. Its generalization to other mammalian taxa and to other photogrammetric protocols now remains to be tested.
Our research focuses on animal domestication, which is both a complex and dynamic field pertaining to the more recent bio-cultural history of humans. It is generally accepted that the first domesticate was the dog, which entered the human sphere long before the domestication of other plants and animals. The timing and location of dog domestication from their wolf ancestors remains controversial, with the most ancient canids identified as 'domestic' from either contextual or morphological criteria (Boudadi-Maligne and Escarguel, 2014) . In most cases of animal domestication, a number of morphological changes occurred. These morphological changes are traditionally used as criteria for distinguishing between wild and domestic forms, and often include a reduction in size, especially of the skull (e.g. Davis, 1981; Morey, 1992; Tchernov and Kolska Horwitz, 1991) . However, when attempting to separate e.g. wolves and dogs, several studies have stressed the need for analysing not only the size of the cranium, but also its shape, (Boudadi-Maligne and Escarguel, 2014; Drake et al., 2015; Wayne, 1986) .
The anatomical complexity of the cranium is challenging for surface reconstruction methods, as it possesses significant topological detail of a diverse scale and nature, including concavities, openings and distinctive biological landmarks of various kinds. Therefore, in order to assess whether photogrammetry can precisely reconstruct high-resolution, and geometrically accurate, 3D models for use in geometric morphometric analyses, we compared 3D models of five modern wolf crania obtained through i) photogrammetry and ii) high-end structured light surface scanning used as a reference for 'true' geometry. The pairs of models were compared using both a visual qualitative approach and two quantitative methods -firstly by computing the deviation map between the pairs of 3D models and secondly using a landmark based geometric morphometric approach and corresponding analyses.
Material and methods
The five specimens of wolf crania included in this study are housed in the collections of the Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle (Paris, France) -specimens numbered MNHN-ZM-AC-1997-12, MNHN-ZM- MO-1996 -2499 , MNHN-ZM-MO-1997 -452, MNHN-ZM-MO-1997 -453 and MNHN-ZM-MO-1997 2.1. Scanner and photogrammetric reconstructions 2.1.1. Scanner-based 3D models
The scanner-based 3D models were generated using a Breuckmann StereoScan structured light scanner (http://www.breuckmann.com). Considering the size of the objects, the scanner was mounted with the medium-range of optical lenses, offering a diagonal scope of 250 mm and an average spatial precision of 18 μm. The data acquisition was performed using its dedicated software Optocat (http://www.breuckmann. com) coupled to its automated turntable. In this set-up, a complete specimen scan was obtained in two successive full rotations, each with 12 stops per-pass. The crania were successively positioned vertically (with the rostrum pointing upward) and horizontally (with the cranium lying on the lateral side) on the turntable. The 2 × 12 set of 3D views was semi-automatically aligned along the scanning process, before being fused into a single mesh and exported as a .PLY file. The mesh was then cleaned using Geomagic (www.geomagic.com) in order to assure it did not present any major geometric inconsistencies (i.e. noise, holes or intersecting, abnormal or non-manifold faces).
Photogrammetric-based 3D models
Photogrammetry reconstructs 3D models from a set of photographs taken from various angles. These images must cover the entire surface of the object with significant overlap between pairs of photographs. The images were acquired in a large room offering a very abundant and diffuse light source that reduced the presence of glare or directional, harsh cast-shadows on the object. We used an 8 mega-pixel digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) Canon EOS 30D camera, mounted with a Canon EF 24-105 mm f/4 L IS USM lens. With each cranium placed successively on a small central desk, the photographs were shot at regular intervals of approximately 10°, as the operator moved the tripod-mounted camera around in a circle (Fig. 1A) . To ensure proper convergence of the orientation algorithms, photographs were centred primarily on the object of interest, whilst also including a fair amount of the surroundings in the frame (approximately 2/3rds of the image) -with much of it within the depth-of-field and an aperture stop set at f/16. The crania were set on a rigid, planar cardboard sheet displaying a calibrated referential pattern (Fig. 1B) . This pattern provided a visual aid for 10-degree increments, as well as unambiguous feature points for image orientation and (essentially) fixed dimension geometry to scale the 3D models for later geometrical comparison. Sets of 36 pictures were acquired from three different vertical angles (approximately 0°, 15°and 40°; see Fig. 1A ) for both the dorsal and the ventral sides of each cranium, which were later scaled and digitally re-assembled into a single object. Therefore, a total of 216 (36 × 3 × 2) pictures were used to reconstruct each model.
Each dorsal and ventral sets of 108 images were imported into VisualSFM for photogrammetric processing (Wu, 2011) . This freeware allowed us to perform keypoint detection (unambiguous feature-points in each image) through SIFT algorithms (i.e. Scale Invariant Feature Transforms; Lowe, 1999; Wu, 2007) , tie-points matching (matching points between pairs of photographs), sparse 3D points generation (Sholts et al., 2011; Wu, 2013; Wu et al., 2011) and finally to reconstruct high-resolution 3D point-clouds by dense correlation through CMVS-PMVS algorithms (i.e. Clustering Views for Multi-view Stereo and Patch Based Multi-view Stereo Software; Furukawa and Ponce, 2010) . For each specimen, two dense 3D point clouds (one for the ventral and one for the dorsal view of the cranium) were saved as .PLY files. These dense point clouds required substantial manual cleaning before being triangulated, and the resulting meshes were scaled to the actual dimension of the object using Geomagic. The two cranium halves were then aligned, using a least-square optimisation best-fit alignment, before being fused into a single 3D model that then underwent a final cleaning procedure to warrant its geometric consistency.
N.B. After this study, new semi-automated and automated protocols, requiring much less room and fewer operator interventions, were designed and implemented for image acquisition, providing models of comparable quality, whilst drastically reducing the amount of time needed to acquire the photographs (see SI-text and Supplementary  Fig. 1 ).
3D models comparisons
A first comparison of the pairs of models includes: 1) a visual observation of the models, and 2) the computation of a mesh-to-mesh deviation map. The pairs of models were spatially aligned (using a least-square optimisation best-fit alignment) in order to compare their 3D topology. We computed the local distance for each 3D point between a 'reference geometry' (here the structured light scanner model) and a 'test geometry' (here the photogrammetric model) and retrieved the average distance and the standard deviation values.
A second analysis compared the geometric accuracy of the two acquisition protocols with a three dimensional landmark based geometric morphometric approach. This landmark approach involved recording a set of 28 3D-landmarks on the 10 models using a protocol adapted from Drake and Klingenberg (2008) (Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Landmark coordinates were recorded, five times per specimen, using 'Landmark Editor' (http://graphics.idav.ucdavis.edu/research/ EvoMorph) and superimposed using a Generalized Procrustes Analysis (Goodall, 1995; Rohlf and Slice, 1990 ) and the right and left sides of the crania were symmetrized (Kolamunnage and Kent, 2003) . The variation in shape was synthesized using a Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and the shape differences associated with the PCA axes visualised using multivariate regressions (Monteiro, 1999) . In order to assess the error linked with the landmark digitisation process, Procrustes Anovas were performed for data acquired on the Breuckmann and photogrammetric models separately, with individual as the factor. Then, the five replicates per model were averaged and a Procrustes Anova performed, again with individual as the factor, in order to quantify the part of the variation linked to the scanning technique. Procrustes Fig. 1 . A: schematic representation of the set-up and camera positions used for the acquisition of the photographs. B: fixed dimensions reference pattern used to scale the models and enhance the performance of key-points detection/matching and camera calibration algorithms. Anovas were also performed to test differences between the scanning techniques for each of the specimens independently, and a two-way Anova was used to assess the homogeneity of the results obtained with the two techniques (using individual and acquisition technique as factors).
All the analyses were performed using the Geomorph (Adams and Otárola-Castillo, 2013) and Rmorph (Baylac, 2012) packages for 'R' (R Core Team, 2014).
Results
Both the scannographic and photogrammetric models succeeded in producing 3D models that displayed visually satisfying levels of morphological detail in terms of texture, colouration and geometry (3D models are provided as supplementary files). The capture and rendering of topological detail was good and appeared similar in all pairs of 3D models (Fig. 2) , except when viewing the tooth row. In the latter case, the Breuckmann models presented higher resolution of fine details, rendered with greater consistency (Fig. 3) . The surface scanner produces the colour texture by equalising and averaging pictures taken at each stop of its turn-table with its internal camera and projector light and this tends to produce soft contrast, low-fidelity colour mapping that blends and softens minor local details like bone sutures and other marks. In contrast, photogrammetric models are produced with constant illumination and reconstruction algorithms that preserve a very high amount of radiometric fidelity and consistency.
The mesh-to-mesh distance comparisons reveal a high level of similarity in the geometry of the models, with most of the differences being very small -generally below 0.5 mm (Fig. 2) . The only areas that differ more markedly between the pairs of models (in red or dark blue) lie either within the nasal cavity or occipital foramen. Such highly concave zones like these are admittedly considered less visible and thus inaccessible to surface reconstruction methods and are not included in comparative morphometric (including geometric morphometrics) studies. The quantitative comparison of the models revealed an average distance between the two surfaces of 0.088 mm (min: 0.04 mm, max: 0.17 mm), with an average standard deviation of 0.53 mm (min: 0.47 mm, max: 0.61 mm) ( Table 1) .
The first two axes of the PCA computed on the shape data represented 75.21% of the total variance. Along these two axes -respectively 47.58% and 29.16% of the variance explained -the two acquisition methods greatly overlapped with nearly the same range of variation, and with the measurements of each specimen showing no overlap (Fig. 4) . Here, individuals differ mainly in the shape of the posterior part of the cranium, with the specimens in the negative side of the axes (in grey) showing proportionally broader brain case and zygomatic arches (Fig. 4) . However, differences in scanning technologies were visible for at least three of the specimens (MNHN-ZM- MO-1997 -453, MNHN-ZM-MO-1997 and especially MNHN-ZM-MO-1997-452), for which measurements corresponding to the photogrammetry model do not overlap with measurements acquired with the Breuckmann scanner (Fig. 4) . Procrustes Anovas revealed strong differences between the specimens (p = 0.01) but not between the scanning techniques (p = 0.726). For each specimen, the measurements strongly differ between the two scanning technologies (all p b 0.01), but the differences are homogeneous among specimens (p = 0.984) even if the shape differences are localised in different areas of the cranium (Supplementary Fig. 2 ). The landmark digitisation error for the Breuckmann models is 2.04%, and 1.95% for the Photogrammetric models and 6.31% of the variation is explained by the scanning technique.
Discussion
Our data revealed that photogrammetry can be an accurate tool to reconstruct 3D models of wolf crania in terms of both geometry and appearance, and can, therefore, provide an equally good alternative to other more common means of 3D surface digitisation including structured light or laser scanners. Photogrammetry is also relatively inexpensive -only requiring a standard digital camera and freely distributed software (except Geomagic that can be replaced by other software including e.g. Meshlab (Cignoni et al., 2008) ).
Photogrammetric 3D models are also relatively easy to obtain, since protocols for data acquisition are available and discussed in the literature (Bates et al., 2010; Falkingham, 2012; Katz and Friess, 2014) . In addition, tutorials explaining the entire process from photographs to 3D models are freely available online.
Given its lack of expense, portability and simplicity, photogrammetry offers a very promising tool for geometric morphometric studies of zooarchaeological specimens. High-end digital cameras and simple lighting equipment are readily available and commonly used in institutions for the conservation of cultural heritage and are routinely included as part of a researcher's equipment when visiting remote field locations or other institutional collections.
Photogrammetry also has the advantage of being inherently portable, as the camera is usually small and durable, and carries its own battery power supply -all very important assets when working either in the field, in remote areas or in places offering a limited or unreliable power supply. A significant advantage when targeted specimens cannot be transported (e.g. because of their weight, size, importance administrative obstacles and time involved in processing loan permissions).
Another major advantage of photogrammetry is its potential for performing data acquisition (photographs) as a quick and separate step from the 3D data reconstruction, a feature currently not offered by most surface scanners. This benefit significantly reduces the time devoted to digitisation and thus maximizing the number of models that can be collected during sessions. As an example, in our study the acquisition of all the pictures required for the 3D reconstructions could be performed in approximately fifteen minutes, compared with the forty-five minutes required on average by the structured light surface scanner we used. One should consider all trade-offs between both technologies, however. The surface scanning time includes the 3D reconstruction, triangulation and fusion steps, and results in a single, relatively more detailed mesh (especially along the tooth row), which requires only very limited manual cleaning and processing and no scaling before being incorporated in the analysis. In contrast, the photogrammetric procedure includes several additional steps, involving substantial computation time and heavier manual intervention before the raw images are turned into an operable 3D model. Ultimately, we consider these drawbacks, though potentially significant, are largely compensated for by the benefits photogrammetry offers in terms of ease of use, cost, acquisition time, accessibility and maneuverability in most situations pertaining to the field of archaeological sciences.
Photogrammetry is commonly used in archaeology to construct 3D models of architectural structures, archaeological sites, landscapes or artifacts. In this study we demonstrate that photogrammetry is also a promising tool for geometric morphometric (GM) studies, revealing that GM variation between specimens greatly exceeded the variation produced by the other scanning technology used -with reasonable uncertainty shown between the two techniques (6.31% of total variation). Several studies, exploring the possibility of combining 3D coordinates measured directly on specimens (using for example a microscribe) with coordinates measured on 3D models obtained from various sources (e.g. CT-Scans, laser or structured light scanners) (e.g. Badawi-Fayad and Cabanis, 2007; Sholts et al., 2011 for CT-Scans/ microscibe comparisons) have found relatively good congruence between coordinates obtained from various sources that were sufficiently good to enable geometric morphometric analyses, -although some differences were observed depending of the type of landmark analysed and the experience of the operator. All studies combining such data should be performed with caution (Sholts et al., 2011) and require careful examination of the potential bias prior to any geometric morphometric analyses.
Conclusion
Results show that photogrammetric 3D models, obtained through a relatively fast and easy-to-operate acquisition protocol -used with freely distributed software in default mode, can offer geometric and texturally accurate results as good as the highest-end surface scanners currently used in cultural and natural heritage research facilities. We demonstrate how closely these photogrammetric models match the original object and argue that such an approach is ideally suited to running landmark based geometric morphometric analyses, yielding measurements that are directly comparable to those performed on the scannographic models.
We found the surface scanner retained some advantages, but only in a limited set of areas displaying particularly fine and intricate topological details -e.g. such as the tooth row. However, these minimal differences, which were not the primary focus of our study and do not affect the morphometric results, could be easily resolved with minor tuning of the photogrammetric protocol. Photogrammetry offers a very low cost alternative to structured light surface scanning with a relatively short time needed for data acquisition, and using relatively basic equipment. Aside from the cost, accessibility and time efficiency, photogrammetry also captures the texture and colour of the objects in a more useful manner, allowing e.g. suture points to be more easily observed. Finally and perhaps most important in terms of the long-term curation and protection of important museum collections, photogrammetry will provide key accurate replica archives that can be shared and made more widely accessible for research.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx. doi.org/10.1016/j.jasrep.2016.06.028.
